
850–1400 mm 50 kg

Seating

Environment
Indoor & outdoor

User height Max user mass
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Cricket®

Read more at etac.com

Highlights about Cricket

The Cricket is a lightweight foldable buggy designed to suit you and your child’s 
needs and lifestyle. This user-friendly buggy comes in two sizes and it adapts to the 
child’s growth in several areas maximizing the number of years it can be used.

Back recline
For extra comfort, Cricket has a two-position back recline option for 
the user to change from a sitting position to a relaxed position. The 
backrest angle can be adjusted from 110° to 125°.

Growth adaptable

Easy Fold - Light weight
This lightweight buggy is extremely compact when folded and requires 
minimum storage space.

Height & angle adjustable foot support
The Cricket comes with a unique foot support that can be 
height and angle adjusted to support the individual needs. 

https://www.etac.com/
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Seating

Options

Standard

Cricket standard

Sizes
• 1

• 2

Back recline, adjustable seat depth, height and angle adjustable foot support, angle adjustable push brace, front 
wheel with swivel, rear wheel with parking brake, compact and foldable.

Blue Green OrangeRed GreyPink Yellow

Cushion colour
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1 2

340 mm 395 mm

210–310 mm 310–430 mm

500 mm 570 mm

500–530 mm 540–580 mm

35 kg 50 kg

35 kg 43 kg

110–125° 110–125°

20° 20°

750 mm 750 mm

525 mm 575 mm

760 mm 760 mm

355 mm 355 mm

485 mm 485 mm

12,4 kg 13,4 kg

Read more at etac.com

Measurements

Nice to know
Cricket’s lightweight frame is one of the most compact on the market. The frame is designed to support and 
ensure stability for the buggy.

The height of the push brace on the Cricket can easily be changed using the angle adjustment and the 360° 
turnable front wheels ensure a smooth ride and makes it easy to steer. The puncture-proof wheels provide 
exceptional performance. Explore the experience of the smoothest ride - from city to tougher trails, from sun to rain. 

Furthermore, the Cricket is approved for transportation and complies with ISO 7176-19, for safe transportation 
in vehicles.

Effective seat width

Effective seat depth

Backrest height

Seat surface height at front edge

Max user mass

Max user mass in transportation 

Backrest angle

Seat plane angle

Length

Overall width

Folded length

Folded width

Folded height 

Mass device

Further measurements at our website

https://www.etac.com/
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Seating

Accessories

For more accessories - visit our website

Back rest height extension
87043160-1, 87043160-2

Head rest cushion
87043150

Sculpted head rest cushion
87043151

Folding top
8704317-x, 8704327-x

Arm rests
87043120-1, 87043120-2

Trays
87043180-1, 87043180-2

Grip bar in arm rests
87043181-1. 87043181-2

Grip bar in frame
87043182-1, 87043182-2

Wedges for shaping and  
width reduction
87043130-x, 87043140-x

Rain cover
87467-210, 87467-310

Wedges for shaping seat  
and back  
87043140-x

Torso belt
85840-x
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“I am ready for summer”

Heel straps
87043185

Rucksack
87043183-1

Shopping net
87043184-10, 87043184-20

Calf support strap
87043190-x0

Transport fittings
87043188

Directional locking
mechanism, front wheels
87043187

Additional locking mechanism 
for foot plate 
87043186

Vest and belts
See accessories category

https://www.etac.com/

